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        Tailor-made safaris to Africa and the Indian Ocean islands
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                    “Exploring is all about discovering new places, not necessarily places that have never been found before, but new places to you. I have been exploring Africa for over 30 years and I am still discovering new places. Let me help you to do the same and make your African dreams come true.”
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                    VICKY STIRLING, founder and director
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            	Explore Africa
	Inspire me


            
                
                    
    
        There is so much to see and do in Africa and with it being such a diverse continent knowing where to start can be daunting. So let us guide you and we can explore together.

    




    
        
            
                Let’s explore

                Navigate using the highlighted areas on the map or use the list of names to explore the countries in more detail.
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Kenya
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South Africa

Tanzania

Uganda

West Africa

Zambia

Zimbabwe
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        Inspire me is a selection of unusual, special interest and off-the-beaten-track ideas that you may not have thought about or didn’t realise you could do in Africa.
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                Beach, diving & sailing
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                Honeymoon & romance
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                Off the beaten track
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                Specialist wildlife
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                Walking & trekking
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            The Farside trip guarantee
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            “I cannot thank you enough for taking all the thought out of arranging one of the best holidays of my life. Every detail was taken care of and the holiday ran like clockwork.”

            Rob, Edinburgh

        

    



    
        

        
            “Our criteria were not simple, but despite our specific requirements and thoughts, your choice of lodge was spot on. It fitted our wishes and exceeded our expectations.”

            Rob & Ashleigh, by Dundee

        

    



    
        

        
            “Our trip was outstanding – thanks so much for all your efforts. We will be in touch very soon to arrange another African holiday – can’t wait to go back!!”

            Claire & Gary, Livingston

        

    



    
        

        
            “We both agreed that the honeymoon was the best holiday we’ve ever been on and wanted to thank you for organising such a perfect three weeks.”

            Graeme & Seanin, London

        

    



    
        

        
            “We would never have contemplated anything like this if we had not had those early conversations. I’ll certainly be recommending both Kenya and Farside to all of our friends and families.”

            Martyn & Clare
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    Special offer

    

    4 for 3 special at Kichaka!

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Anabezi Zambia, Stay 4 Pay 3 

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Essential Destinations Tanzania, all year round offer!

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Chundukwa River Lodge, Livingstone

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Magical Maldives - Makunudu 
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    Special offer

    

    Free nights at Garonga

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Free intercamp flights Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Luxury South African safari at Chitwa Chitwa: 4 nights for the price of 3

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Honeymoon special and free nights on the Kenya coast

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Time & Tide safari and beach specials in Zambia & Madagascar

    Read more
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    Special offer

    

    Anabezi & Lion Camp Special Offer 

    Read more
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            Discover Mauritania

            More
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            Farside Travel Limited t/a Farside Africa 16 Dean Park Mews, Edinburgh EH4 1ED United Kingdom
Telephone - +44 (0)131 315 2464 Email - vicky@farsideafrica.com

            Company registration number - SC246328
© Farside Africa 2024
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